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Objectives: Molecular docking and QSAR studies of indole derivatives as antibacterial 
agents.
Methods: In this study, we used a multiple linear regressions (MLR) approach to construct 
a 2D quantitative structure activity relationship of 14 reported indole derivatives. It was 
performed on the reported antibacterial activity data of 14 compounds based on theo-
retical chemical descriptors to construct statistical models that link structural properties 
of indole derivatives to antibacterial activity. We have also performed molecular docking 
studies of same compounds by using Maestro module of Schrodinger. A set the molecular 
descriptors like hydrophobic, geometric, electronic and topological characters were cal-
culated to represent the structural features of compounds. The conventional antibiotics 
sultamicillin and ampicillin were not used in the model development since their structures 
are different from those of the created compounds. Biological activity data was first trans-
lated into pMIC values (i.e. –log MIC) and used as a dependent variable in QSAR investiga-
tion. 
Results: Compounds with high electronic energy and dipole moment were effective anti-
bacterial agents against S. aureus, indole derivatives with lower κ2 values were excellent 
antibacterial agents against MRSA standard strain, and compounds with lower R value 
and a high 2χv value were effective antibacterial agents against MRSA isolate.
Conclusion: Compounds 12 and 2 showed better binding score against penicillin binding 
protein 2 and penicillin binding protein 2a respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

In the 1670s, Van Leeuwenhoek first identified bacteria, a 
single-cell organism. Later, in the 19th century, several concepts 
highlighting the strong correlation between bacteria and diseases 
were developed. This encouraged many researchers to develop 
antibacterial agents. In 1928, Sir Alexander Fleming discovered 
penicillin from Penicillium notatum, and this discovery un-
locked the development of many agents that were able to either 
kill bacteria or inhibit bacterial growth [1]. The discovery of 
antibacterial agents helped to increase the human life span, but 
irrational use of these agents led to the rise of bacterial resistance. 

Resistance is associated with excessive use or misuse of antibacte-
rial drugs in humans, animal farming, and agriculture [2], and is 
an increasingly severe worldwide problem. Various new antibac-
terial drugs have been developed, but bacteria have become resis-
tant to most of these [3]. The number of infections by pathogenic 
microorganisms that are resistant to the newer or current anti-
biotics is rising, and invasive bacterial infections are now more 
common than at the beginning of the century. Infectious diseases 
are the world’s major risk to human health and life [4].

The indole moiety is a medicinally relevant scaffold that 
is widely identified as a pharmacophore structure. An indole 
nucleus is present in compounds involved in research aimed 
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at evaluating new products that possess beneficial biological 
properties such as anti-fungal [5], anti-tubercular [6], anti-in-
flammatory [7], antipsychotic [8], anticancer [9], antimicrobial 
[10], antioxidant [11], anticonvulsant [12], antileishmanial [13], 
anthelmintic [14], antiviral, antimicrobial, antidiabetic, and an-
tidepressant [15] activities. The indole ring system became an 
essential part of the structure of many pharmacological medi-
cines, which is not surprising. Substituted indole is a favored 
structure because of its ability to bind to a wide range of targets 
with high affinity. The indole frame is one of the most beautiful 
frameworks, with a wide range of biological and pharmacologi-
cal activities. This physiologically important nucleus is present 
in a large number of therapeutic agents and natural products. 
The occurrence and availability of indole compounds are wide-
spread in nature, and a large number of them exhibit biological 
activity. Substitution of the indole ring by other heterocycles is 
often accompanied by the loss of biological activity. The indole 
ring system is found in a wide variety of naturally occurring 
compounds, which include tryptophan, an essential amino acid, 
3-indoleatic acid, the main growth hormone in higher plants, 
and serotonin, an important neurotransmitter in animals that 
plays a key role in our mental health [16-18].

1. Quantitative structure-activity relationship

Quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) and 
quantitative structure-property relationship models are used 

to predict the attributes of a particular chemical. A new com-
pound may possess the same molecular function as that of the 
compound used in the development of a QSAR model, which 
would likely have the same activities and properties. Several 
types of QSAR models have been published in the last several 
years, which highlights the wide range of biological and physi-
ological properties of these models. QSAR models have great 
potential for modeling and discovery of new compounds with 
different properties [19].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

1. Dataset

A set of 14 compounds of substituted indole derivatives was 

Table 1. Chemical structure of substituted indole derivatives
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Table 2. Chemical structure of substituted indole derivatives
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Compound no. N R1 R2

7 3 H H

8 3 Cl H
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Table 3. Chemical structure of substituted indole derivatives
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12 2 Ac Ac Ac

13 3 Ac H H

14 3 Ac Ac H
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selected from the work of El-Sayed et al. (2016) [20] and is 
shown in Tables 1-3.

2. Descriptor generation

The construction of a numerical description of the molecular 
structure is the next phase in the model development process. 
ChemDraw was used to draw the structures of substituted in-
dole derivatives, which were then optimized for energy. By us-
ing the software TSAR 3.3 for Windows, the energy-minimized 
structures were utilized to generate molecular descriptors of 
geometric, hydrophobic, topological, and electronic features 
(Table 4). The values of the descriptors selected for the multiple 
linear regression (MLR) model are presented in Table 5.

3. Pearson correlation analysis

We utilized Pearson’s correlation matrix as a qualitative 
model (Table 5) to choose the appropriate descriptors for MLR 
analysis because each chemical had a high number of descrip-

tors. This method was used to select an appropriate collection 
of generated descriptors for MLR model calculations. The best 
MLR model was utilized to create a calibration model that 
could predict the antibacterial activity of the substituted indole 
derivative.

4. Multiple linear regressions

To create a QSAR model to estimate the antimicrobial ac-
tivities of the substituted indole compounds selected in this 
study, we used MLR approaches. In QSARs, MLR is an efficient 
approach to solving regression difficulties. MLR determines 
that the predictor variables, commonly referred to as X, are 
mathematically independent (orthogonal). The rank of X is K, 
which denotes mathematical independence (the number of X 
variables). The awareness of associated descriptors is a short-
coming of MLR. The compound-to-variable ratio must be at 
least 5. Nevertheless, if the major challenge of variable selection 
is addressed and properly handled, MLR can be successfully 
employed in QSAR research.

Table 4. QSAR descriptors used in the study

S. No. QSAR descriptor Type

1 log P Lipophilic

2 Zero order molecular connectivity index (0χ) Topological

3 First order molecular connectivity index (1χ) Topological

4 Second order molecular connectivity index (2χ) Topological

5 Valence zero order molecular connectivity index (0χv) Topological

6 Valence first order molecular connectivity index (1χv) Topological

7 Valence second order molecular connectivity index (2χv) Topological

8 Kier’s alpha first order shape index (κα1) Topological

9 Kier’s alpha second order shape index (κα2) Topological

10 Kier’s first order shape index (κ1) Topological

11 Randic topological index Topological

12 Balaban topological index Topological

13 Wiener’s topological index Topological

14 Kier’s second order shape index (κ2) Topological

15 Ionization potential Electronic

16 Dipole moment (µ) Electronic

17 Energy of highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) Electronic

18 Energy of lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) Electronic

19 Total energy (Te) Electronic

20 Nuclear energy (Nu. E) Electronic

21 Molar refractivity (MR) Steric
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5. Cross-validation

The ‘leave one out’ (LOO) technique was utilized for the 
cross-validation step of the models, where a model is built with 
N-1 chemicals, and the functionality of the nth molecule is 
calculated. Each molecule is left out of the model generation 
in turn, and its activity is calculated from the produced model. 
The predictive q2 or cross-validated technique provides a vali-
dation of the model’s accuracy as follows (Equation 2):

q2 = (SD – PRESS / SD)  Equation 2

where SD is the total of square deviations from the mean of 
each activity and PRESS (predictive sum-of-squares) is the sum 
of the squared difference between actual and predicted values 
when the fitting method does not involve the compound. A 
high q2 value is considered to reflect high predictability.

6. Molecular modeling

On Mac workstations, the docking interactions were calcu-
lated using Maestro 12.7 (Schrodinger 2021). The aim of this 
study was to determine how different ligands interact with the 
active site of the target receptor.

1) Selection and preparation of ligands
Ligand preparation was performed using the Ligprep wizard 

of Maestro 12.7 (Schrodinger 2021). In this step, ligand struc-
tures were converted from a 2D to a 3D form, hydrogen atoms 
were added, discrepancies between bond lengths and angles 
were resolved, low-power structure and ring conformation were 
subjected to minimization, and OPLS 2005 force field was con-
ducted. the remaining factors such as the ionization state were 
unaltered, and the specified chirality was retained [21, 22].

2) Preparation of the protein molecules
The protein’s X-ray crystallographic composition (PDB ID: 

2OLV and 5M18) was obtained from the Protein Data Bank 
(RSCB) and created using the protein preparation wizard of 
Maestro 12.7. Preprocessing, refinement, and minimization 
were the main components of the protein preparation wizard. 
Hydrogen atoms were added, zero-order bonds were created for 
metal, charges were fixed, missing disulfide bonds were recti-
fied, bond orders were assigned, and side chains that were not 
close to the binding cavity were neutralized. Other problems 
such as overlapping, alternate position, or missing atoms were 
solved by adding hydrogen atoms, reorienting hydroxyl groups, 
water molecules, and amino acids. The selected protein was 
then reviewed and modified. Finally, the structure was refined 
using restrained minimization [23].

3) Receptor grid generation
Ligands bound within the X-ray crystal structure of the 

protein were utilized by Glide molecular docking for the iden-

Table 5. Values of selected parameters used in regression analysis

Comp. log P 1χv 2χv κ1 κ2 R J W EE LUMO HOMO µ

1 4.98 10.61 8.42 19.47 7.80 14.88 1.00 2,185.00 –37,067.60 0.15 –8.03 2.71

2 5.19 11.15 9.02 20.38 8.05 15.31 1.03 2,323.00 –39,897.90 0.07 –8.17 3.93

3 5.25 11.61 9.56 20.38 8.05 15.31 1.03 2,323.00 –39,646.10 0.05 –8.14 4.16

4 5.38 11.11 8.76 20.38 8.34 15.38 1.04 2,420.00 –39,708.20 0.13 –8.01 3.29

5 6.93 12.63 10.61 23.14 9.08 16.56 1.04 3,114.00 –46,867.80 –0.20 –8.31 5.65

6 6.93 12.63 10.61 23.14 9.08 16.56 1.03 3,174.00 –46,522.30 –0.25 –8.27 3.33

7 5.77 11.61 9.11 21.30 8.90 15.88 1.07 2,580.00 –42,372.10 0.05 –7.91 2.39

8 7.33 13.13 10.96 24.07 9.63 17.06 1.06 3,360.00 –49,419.30 –0.32 –8.18 3.63

9 7.33 13.13 10.96 24.07 9.63 17.06 1.06 3,360.00 –49,420.60 –0.32 –8.18 3.63

10 6.17 12.11 9.47 22.22 9.47 16.38 1.09 2,769.00 –45,718.70 0.05 –7.91 2.00

11 5.37 12.85 10.16 25.93 10.44 18.02 1.06 3,881.00 –54,293.40 –0.36 –8.35 2.43

12 5.37 13.72 10.83 28.75 11.49 19.36 1.12 4,586.00 –63,219.40 –0.48 –8.59 2.62

13 5.77 12.48 9.81 24.07 9.95 17.20 1.07 3,275.00 –49,355.30 –0.09 –7.96 2.47

14 5.77 13.35 10.52 26.87 11.01 18.52 1.09 4,087.00 –56,391.20 –0.40 –8.09 1.89
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tification of the active site receptor grid. As a result, grid-based 
molecular docking facilitated the binding of ligands in multiple 
potential conformations. The scaling factor was 0.25 Å and the 
partial charge cutoff of the Van der Waals radius was 1.0 Å. 
Sites, limitations, rotatable groups, and excluded volumes were 
also implemented [24].

4) Glide molecular docking
Docking was carried out using Extra Precision (XP) after 

ligand preparation, protein preparation, and grid generation 
on the active site of the target protein. Binding interactions and 
ligand flexibility were evaluated using Glide molecular docking, 
a system improvement for quick and accurate molecular dock-
ing. The binding energy, including ligand-protein interaction 
energies, was calculated in kcal/mol. H-bonding, lipophilic 
interactions, π-π stacking interactions, internal energy, Root 
Mean Square Deviation (RMSD), and desolvation energy were 
determined. The precise ligand-protein interactions were ex-
amined using the XP Visualizer. All selective ligands with an X-
ray crystal structure, including the reference compound, were 
docked using Glide [25-27].

5) Docking evaluation
A docking score was obtained, and the conformation of the 

ligand-protein interaction was used to evaluate the correspond-
ing docking. The compounds with the highest docking score 
and a strong interaction profile were the most active toward the 
target receptor.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The structures of indole analogs (1-14) were first pre-
optimized utilizing Hyperchem 6.03 and Molecular Mechanics 
Force Field (MM+), and the generated geometries were refined 
further using the semi-empirical Parametric Method-3 (PM3). 
For geometry optimization, we chose a normal gradient limit of 
0.04 kJ/A. Physicochemical characteristics were calculated with 
the TSAR 3.3 software for Windows using the lowest energy 
structure for each molecule. In addition, regression analysis was 
performed using the SPSS software package.

QSAR experiments were conducted utilizing Hansch and 
Fujita’s linear free energy relationship (LFER) model to deter-
mine the substituent effect on antibacterial activity [28]. The 
standard antibiotics sultamicillin and ampicillin were not used 
in the model development because their structures differed 

from those of the created compounds. The MIC values for 
biological activity were first translated into pMIC values (i.e., –
log MIC, Table 6) and then used as dependent variables in the 
QSAR analysis. The molecular descriptors log of octanol–water 
partition coefficient (log P), molar refractivity (MR), Kier’s mo-
lecular connectivity (0χ, 0χv, 1χ, 1χv, 2χ, 2χv) and shape (κ1, κα1, 
κα2, κα3), the topological indices Randic topological index (R), 
Balaban topological index (J), and Wiener topological index 
(W), and total energy (Te), energies of highest occupied molec-
ular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO), dipole moment (µ), and electronic energy (Ele. E) 
[29-31] were used for model development and are summarized 
in Table 4. The values of the selected molecular descriptors used 
for model development are shown in Table 5.

The goal of this study was to create three distinct types of 
QSAR models to represent the antibacterial activity of the 
described compounds against S. aureus, MRSA standard, and 
MRSA isolates, viz. the mt-QSAR model. Compounds 1, 7, 10, 
and 11 were recognized as outliers in the regression analysis 
experiments and were not included in the dataset for QSAR 
model construction. Three categories of outliers are commonly 
defined in multivariate statistics [32]:

1. X/Y relationship outliers are compounds whose descrip-

Table 6. Antibacterial activity of indole derivatives (pMIC in µµM/mL)

Compound no. S. aureus 
MRSA 

standard 
MRSA isolate

1 0.89 1.49 1.49

2 2.13 2.13 1.83

3 2.17 2.17 1.87

4 2.11 2.11 1.81

5 2.21 1.91 1.61

6 1.61 1.61 1.61

7 2.12 1.82 1.52

8 2.22 1.92 1.92

9 2.22 1.92 1.62

10 2.14 1.84 1.54

11 0.69 0.69 0.69

12 1.02 1.02 1.02

13 1.26 1.56 1.56

14 0.70 1.00 1.00

Standard deviation 0.63 0.46 0.36

Sultamicillin 2.88 1.37 1.37

Ampicillin 2.35 0.84 0.84
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tors (X variables) and response variables (Y variables) have a 
different connection than the rest of the training dataset.

2. X outliers are compounds whose chemical descriptors do 
not fall inside the (remaining) training measurement range.

3. Only test or training samples are provided for Y outliers. 
They are chemicals for which the response reference value is 
incorrect.

As the activity and molecular descriptor range (Table 5) of 
these outliers were similar when compared to those of the other 
indole derivatives, they belonged to the category of Y outliers 
(substances for which the reference value of response is invalid) 
[32].

A correlation matrix (Table 7) was constructed to deter-
mine the relationship between the antibacterial activity of the 
reported compounds and their molecular descriptors. A high 
interrelationship was observed between the topological param-
eters Randic index (R) and Kier’s second-order shape index (κ2) 
(r = 0.995), and a low interrelationship was observed between 
the topological parameter valence second-order molecular con-
nectivity index (2χv) and the electronic parameter dipole mo-
ment (µ) (r = –0.038). The correlation between the antibacterial 
activity of indole derivatives against different bacterial strains 
and different molecular descriptors is shown in Table 8.

From the correlation matrix (Table 7), it was observed that 
the electronic parameter dipole moment (µ) dominated the 
description of the antibacterial activity of the reported com-
pounds against S. aureus (Eq. 1).

1. LR-QSAR model for antibacterial activity against S. aureus

pMICsa = 0.445µ + 0.227  (1)
n = 10, r = 0.802, q2 = 0.460, s = 0.366, F = 14.40

where n is the number of data points, r is the correlation coef-
ficient, q2 is the cross-validated value, s is the standard error of 
the estimate, and F is the Fischer statistics.

To improve the correlation coefficient (r), the electronic pa-
rameter dipole moment (µ) was coupled with electronic energy, 
and r increased from 0.802 to 0.886 (Eq. 2).

2. MLR-QSAR model for antibacterial activity against  
S. aureus

pMICsa = 0.0000337EE + 0.361µ + 2.293  (2)
n = 10, r = 0.886, q2 = 0.711, s = 0.304, F = 12.74
The developed model was crossed-validated using the LOO 

technique. The q2 value was more than 0.5 (Eq. 2), which 
showed that the developed model was valid [33]. Furthermore, 
the observed and predicted antibacterial activities were similar 
(Table 9), and thus the QSAR model for antibacterial activity 
against S. aureus (Eq. 2) was valid.

Kier’s second-order shape index (κ2) was found to be the 
most dominating descriptor in explaining the antibacterial activ-

Table 7. Correlation matrix for the antibacterial activity of indole derivatives

S. aureus MRSA std MRSA isolate log P 2χv κ2 R EE µ

S. aureus 1.000         

MRSA Std 0.944 1.000        

MRSA isolate 0.889 0.950 1.000       

log P 0.321 0.090 0.182 1.000      
2χv –0.233 –0.503 –0.426 0.726 1.000     

κ2 –0.795 –0.927 –0.874 0.101 0.664 1.000    

R –0.773 –0.924 –0.876 0.122 0.704 0.995 1.000   

EE 0.741 0.907 0.864 –0.123 –0.714 –0.985 –0.997 1.000  

µ 0.802 0.693 0.587 0.320 –0.038 –0.619 –0.565 0.525 1.000

Table 8. Correlation of molecular descriptors with antibacterial 
activity of indole derivatives

 S. aureus MRSA standard MRSA isolate

log P 0.321 0.090 0.182
1χv –0.529 –0.754 –0.679
2χv –0.233 –0.503 –0.426

κ1 –0.753 –0.916 –0.868

κ2 –0.795 –0.927 –0.874

R –0.773 –0.924 –0.876

EE 0.741 0.907 0.864

µ 0.802 0.693 0.587
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ity of the reported compounds against MRSA standard (Table 8).

3. LR-QSAR model for antibacterial activity against MRSA 
standard

pMICMRSA Std = –0.342κ2 + 4.959  (3)
n = 10, r = 0.927, q2 = 0.803, s = 0.172, F = 48.61
It is evident from Eq. 3 that the antibacterial activity of the 

reported compounds against MRSA standard was negatively 
correlated to Kier’s second-order shape index (κ2), i.e., the 
antibacterial activity of these compounds decreased with the 
increase in their κ2 value and vice versa, which was evidenced 
by the lowest antibacterial activity of compound 12 (1.02 µM/
mL, Table 6) having the highest κ2 value (11.49, Table 5). This 
illustrates the negative correlation. The kappa indices of mo-
lecular size and flexibility comprise a collection of very useful 
second-generation topological indices [29]. According to Kier, 
a molecule’s shape can be divided into qualities, each of which 
is characterized by the number of bonds with different path 
lengths. The relationship between the number of paths of length 
l in the molecule i, lPi, and some reference values predicated on 
molecules with a given number of atoms, n, in which the values 
of lP are maximal and minimal, lPmax and lPmin, provides the 
foundation for developing a relative index of form. The expres-
sion for the first-order shape property, κ1, is as follows:

κ1 = n(n–1)2/(1Pi)2

The second- and third-order kappa indices are defined as 
follows:

κ2 = (n–1)(n–2)2/(2Pi)2
The antibacterial activity of the reported compounds against 

MRSA isolate was best explained by the topological parameter 
Randic index (R) (Table 8).

4. LR-QSAR model for antibacterial activity against MRSA 
isolate

pMICMRSA isolate = –0.213 R + 5.17  (4)
n = 10, r = 0.876, q2 = 0.667, s = 0.168, F = 26.33
Similar to MRSA standard, the antibacterial activity of the 

reported compounds against MRSA isolate of the synthesized 
compounds was also negatively correlated with R. The coupling 
of the topological parameter Randic index (R) with valence 
second-order molecular connectivity index (2χv) resulted in the 
best model for explaining the antibacterial activity of the re-
ported compounds against MRSA isolate (Eq. 5).

5. MLR-QSAR model for antibacterial activity against MRSA 
isolate

pMICMRSA isolate = 0.152 2χv – 0.278 R + 4.71  (5)
n = 10, r = 0.916, q2 = 0.702, s = 0.149, F = 18.31
The high q2 value (q2 > 0.5) obtained using the LOO 

Table 9. Comparison of observed and predicted antibacterial activity obtained by developed QSAR models

Comp.
S. aureus MRSA Std MRSA isolate

Obs. Pre. Res. Obs. Pre. Res. Obs. Pre. Res.

1 0.89 1.90 –1.01 1.49 2.29 –0.80 1.49 1.85 –0.36

2 2.13 2.19 –0.06 2.13 2.21 –0.08 1.83 1.83 0.00

3 2.17 2.27 –0.10 2.17 2.21 –0.03 1.87 1.91 –0.03

4 2.11 1.99 0.12 2.11 2.11 0.00 1.81 1.77 0.04

5 2.21 2.50 –0.29 1.91 1.85 0.05 1.61 1.72 –0.11

6 1.61 1.78 –0.17 1.61 1.85 –0.25 1.61 1.72 –0.11

7 2.12 1.62 0.50 1.82 1.92 –0.09 1.52 1.68 –0.16

8 2.22 1.77 0.45 1.92 1.66 0.25 1.92 1.63 0.29

9 2.22 1.77 0.45 1.92 1.66 0.25 1.62 1.63 –0.01

10 2.14 1.39 0.75 1.84 1.72 0.12 1.54 1.59 –0.06

11 0.69 1.23 –0.54 0.69 1.39 –0.70 0.69 1.24 –0.56

12 1.02 0.99 0.03 1.02 1.03 –0.01 1.02 0.97 0.05

13 1.26 1.41 –0.15 1.56 1.56 0.01 1.56 1.42 0.14

14 0.70 0.99 –0.29 1.00 1.19 –0.19 1.00 1.16 –0.16
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technique, as well as the low residual activity values from Eq. 
5, demonstrated the validity and predictability of the QSAR 
model for antibacterial activity against MRSA isolate (Table 9). 
In summary, the QSAR findings showed that topological pa-
rameters such as valence second-order molecular connectivity 
index (2χv), Randic index (R), and Kier’s second-order shape 
index (κ2), as well as electronic parameters such as electronic 
energy (EE) and dipole moment (µ), are important for describ-
ing the antibacterial activity of the disclosed indole derivatives. 
Additionally, the significant residual value of outliers justified 
their removal before model construction. The range of antibac-
terial activities of the synthesized compounds in this study was 
within one order of magnitude, whereas the biological activities 
of compounds should normally span 2-3 orders of magnitude 
for QSAR analyses. This is consistent with the results of Nara-
simhan et al. [34], who found that the QSAR model’s accuracy 
is based on its predictive capacity even when the activity data 
are limited. The presence of a minimal standard deviation of 
bioactivity confirms its application in QSAR research when 
biological activity data are restricted [34, 35]. The minimum 
standard deviation observed in the antimicrobial activity data 
justified its use in QSAR studies.

6. Molecular docking studies

To evaluate the antibacterial activity of the reported com-
pounds, we selected two proteins (penicillin-binding protein, 
source: S. aureus PDB 2OLV; and penicillin-binding protein 2a, 
source: MRSA PDB 5M18) from the Protein Data Bank (rcsb.
org) and subjected them to molecular docking studies [35]. Sul-
tamicillin and ampicillin were selected as standards. For S. au-
reus, compound 12 showed a better binding score (–6.247 kcal/
mol) by π-π interactions with Lys155, hydrophobic interactions 
with Phe158, Leu159, Ile195, Tyr196, Pro231, Val232, and 
Pro233, and polar interactions with Ser147, Gln152, Ser160, 
and Glln161 with reference to sultamicillin (by interacting with 
Lys155 and Tyr196) and ampicillin (by interacting with Ash156 
and Pro231). For MRSA, compound 2 showed a better dock-
ing score (–5.832 kcal/mol) by π-π interactions with Lys148 
and Asp275, hydrophobic interactions with Phe158, Leu159, 
Tyr191, Ile195, Tyr196, Pro231, and Pro233, and polar interac-
tions with Gln152, Ser160, Gln161, Thr202, and Gln 232 in 
comparison to sultamicillin (by interacting with Met372) and 
ampicillin (by interacting with Lys155 and Pro231). Docking 
scores and the main binding interactions of the compounds are 

shown in Table 10. A 2D interaction diagram of compounds 12 
and 2 is shown in Fig. 1.

CONCLUSION

In describing the antibacterial activities of the reported 
indole derivatives, QSAR analysis revealed the importance of 
topological parameters such as valence second-order molecular 
connectivity index (2χv), Randic index (R), and Kier’s second-
order shape index (κ2), as well as electronic parameters such as 
electronic energy (EE) and dipole moment (µ). Compounds 
with high electronic energy and dipole moment seemed to be 
effective antibacterial agents against S. aureus, indole deriva-
tives with lower q2 values seemed to be effective antibacte-
rial agents against an MRSA standard strain, and compounds 
with a low R-value and a high 2χv value seemed to be effective 
antibacterial agents against MRSA isolate. We also performed 
molecular docking studies of all selected compounds and found 
that compounds 12 and 2 showed better binding scores against 
penicillin-binding protein and penicillin-binding protein 2a, 
respectively.

Table 10. Docking score of selected compounds against PDB: 
2OLV and 5M18

S. No. Compound no.
Docking score

(Kcal/mol)
(PDB: 2OLV)

Docking score
(Kcal/mol)

(PDB:5M18)

1 1 –5.136 –4.715

2 2 –5.160 –5.832

3 3 –5.06 –4.755

4 4 –4.812 –5.413

5 5 –4.707 –5.366

6 6 –4.692 –5.143

7 7 –4.620 –5.076

8 8 –4.893 –4.926

9 9 –4.463 –2.189

10 10 –4.174 –4.396

11 11 –5.358 –4.026

12 12 –6.247 –4.550

13 13 –4.370 –5.412

14 14 –4.066 –5.486

15 Sultamicillin –5.280 –5.519

16 Ampicillin –5.358 –4.926
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